The three-component irreversible surface-reaction model A+BC→AC+1/2B2 with infinite reaction rates between nearest-neighbor adspecies is studied by Monte Carlo simulations. For a square lattice the system evolves to a degenerate poisoned state exponentially in time, except for a narrow range of pressures in which a reactive quasi-steady-state exists. The latter poisons very slowly in time. For a hexagonal lattice a true reactive steady state occurs for a range of pressures bordered by continuous and discontinuous transitions to poisoned states. The latter behavior is observed by adding the reaction channel A+B→AB on a square lattice. Some properties of these models are elucidated by analysis of appropriate exact master equations and corresponding pair approximations. Other issues addressed include ''extent of variability'' of the degenerate poisoned states, the effect of finite reaction rates, and spatial correlations. 
I. INTRODUCTION
A(g)+S~A(a), BC(g)+2S~B(a)+ C(a), A(a)+C(a)~AC(g)+2S, B(a)+B(a) -+B2(g)+2S . (2) Here (g) denotes the gas-phase species, (a) denotes the absorbed species, and a vacant site on the surface is denoted by S. The impingement rate for A(g) is denoted by P" and that for BC(g) by Pttc. These are normalized so that P"+P~cl. Reactions between neighboring A(a) and C(a) and between neighboring B(a)'s occur instantaneously (i.e. , with infinite reaction rate). This model, referred to as model 1 [10] , is selected to mimic the known steps The study of kinetic or nonequilibrium phase transitions has attracted much attention in both the physics and chemistry communities [1, 2] . Surface reactions un- der How conditions constitute a nonequilibrium system and can show complicated behavior, such as kinetic phase transitions [3] . Since spatial correlations are introduced under nonequilibrium conditions (even in the absence of interactions), traditional mean-field theory is technically inappropriate.
Since lattice-gas modeling of the surface reactions has the capability to describe the influence of Quctuations, correlations, and interactions, many simplified surface-reaction models have been studied by Monte Carlo simulations for conditions far from equilibrium [4 -9] .
In this work, we focus on the properties of a lattice-gas model of the following Langmuir-Hinshelwood reaction scheme:
of the CO+NO reaction on certain transition metal surfaces [11] with A representing molecular carbon monox- P~o r by choosing BC(g) with probability 1 P". If For a hexagonal lattice conventional behavior, reported previously [7, 8] on a 40X40 initially empty hexagonal lattice. Figure 6 shows the fractional coverage of each component, plotted [7] . We observe a propensity to form nuclei of the Apoisoned phase just below the discontinuous transition point. As on the square lattice in the reactive window, it appears that R~~=2R~. This behavior will be ex-2 plained in Sec. III.
For nonequilibrium models which exhibit a continuous transition to a unique absorbing state, a conjecture of Grinstein, Lai, and Browne [12] states that they belong to the same "RFT" universality class. Examples of such models include the contact process [17] , Schlogl's first model [18] , directed percolation [19] , Reggeon field theory [20] , and the monomer-dimer reaction [3] . In contrast, models exhibiting a transition between an active state and an in6nite degeneracy of poisoned states might belong to a different universality class or classes.
Analysis of the dimer-trimer model and the A +BCmod-el on a hexagonal lattice could elucidate this issue. An 
We now consider steady-state properties obtained by setting all these rates to zero. Subtracting Eqs. (6a) and (6b) then implies that ass = [PA~(1 -PA ) l~s .
for a square lattice. Since the site approximation is inadequate to describe the reactive steady state (or quasi-steady-state), one might contemplate utilizing higher-order (pair, triplet, etc.) "dynamic cluster approximations" [26, 27] . However, even in the pair approximation, the associated rate equations for pair probabilities are so complicated as to provide little insight into the behavior of the reacting system. Thus we adopt here an alternative strategy which allows us to incorporate the essential pair correlations of empty sites, but to retain the level of simplicity of the site approximation. To this end, it is convenient to introduce conditional probabilities qs~ss~s qa =~as~~s q~'~w's~s etc. , where qs, q", and q~., for example, are the probabilities of finding a site which is empty, occupied by an 3, and not occupied by an A, respectively, given an adjacent empty site. In the pair approximation, Eq. (6) can now be conveniently written in factorized form as d0d t =(1 P-a )Osqs(2qii.
' -1), (gc) where z is the coordination number of the lattice of adsorption sites.
Let us now restrict our attention to the reactive steady state or (quasi-steady-state) where dOz/dt are zero (or very small). Equation (8c) implies that q~=1 -q~. =1 -2 '"' (9) Solving Eq. (10) gives q"as a function of P". A lower physical branch and an upper unphysical branch exist for O~P~&P"and they merge at the "spinodal" point P"=P,. Within the context of the rate equations [Eqs. (8) ], the lower branch corresponds to a stable "node, " the upper branch corresponds to an unstable "saddle point, "
and P, is a saddle-node bifurcation point [28] . One finds that P, =0.3020 for z =4 and P, =0.3877 for z =6.
Clearly, Eq. (10) does not prove the existence of continuous transitions or of a quasi-steady-state regime.
However, it clearly suggests that if a discontinuous transition exists, then it should occur "slightly below" the spinodal point P~= P, . In such a transition qz would jump from the lower branch of Eq. (10) to some poisoned state value. Exactly the same prediction is made by the site approximation [8] , which can be obtained from Eq.
(10) by simply replacing q~w ith 8". Such a discontinuous transition, is, of course, realized for the hexagonal lattice, z = 6 (cf. Fig. 6 Fig. 4(b) .
For the hexagonal lattice simulations (z =6), it is clear that case (ii) applies. Here P, =0.172 is well below P, . The location of the discontinuous transition P~= 0.353 is "just below" the spinodal P, =0. 3877, as one would expect. The quasilinear form of Oz vs qz is evident in Fig.  6 . From simulations, we find that q~i s roughly constant across the reactive window in this case also and has a value consistent with Eq. (9) . In particular, we find q~-= 0. 14 when P~= 0. 18, q~= -0. 12 when P~= 0. 25 [14] .
Here the width of the reactive window vanishes as k~0, and k=0+ corresponds to the Voter model for spatiotemporal dynamics of party support in a two-party state [29] . Here it is known that slow coarsening occurs at the "balance point" of equal A and B adsorption rates (i.e. , there is only a trivial steady state).
B. Side reaction e6'ect: Model2
A (a)+B(a)~AB(g)+2S (12) to the mechanism of model 1.
Simulations for infinite reaction rates on a square lattice show a continuous poisoning transition for "low" P~= 0.262+0.001 and a discontinuous transition to a trivial A-poisoned state for "high" Pz = 0.501+0.01. We have demonstrated that, if we change the lattice geometry, we can change the intrinsic nature of the stochastic process. We expect that if we add another reaction channel to decrease the possibility of poisoning, we would also increase the reactivity of the system and modify the nature of the poisoning transition. We prove our expectation by the explicit study of a revised model, which we call model 
